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Company: Uptown Sports Club

Location: Austin

Category: other-general

Uptown Sports Club is a Texan take on Louisiana homestyle brasserie fare brought to you by

Aaron Franklin and Friends. This exciting project seeks to help preserve the heart and

soul of East Austin its history, and its future while servicing the new and existing residents

that live within it. It will be open all day for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and late-night cocktails.

Designed primarily as a gathering spot for the local neighborhood, it is a place where

everyone is welcome whether they are young or old, morning-riser or night-owl, foodie or

everyday Joe.

Line cook  

The line cook is responsible for preparing components for dishes and executing service recipes

while maintaining a calm, professional demeanor and in a timely fashion. Assisting in the

success and betterment of the restaurant through hard work, communication, and a

desire to grow every day. We are looking for professional, clean, respectful, and committed

individuals who are not afraid to step out of their comfort zone to learn a new skill set and

have fun while doing so.

Responsibilities  

Organizing your time and projects in an efficient manner, making sure your station is stocked

with all necessary items to have a successful service.

Maintaining a clean kitchen, including walk in, dry storage, and line stations throughout

service periods.

Maintaining a clean and professional appearance since this is a guest-facing position

Participate in efforts to lower food cost by managing and utilizing trim.
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Maintain state and federal health guidelines for food safety.

Check the freshness of produce and prepared food to ensure all recipes and portioning

methods are followed consistently.

Ability to foster a climate of cooperation, teamwork, and respect for everyone.

Maintaining stock rotation when taking in orders and using produce or prepared products

throughout your day.

Requirements  

Basic knowledge of food preparation, knife skills, and food safety practices.

Excellent verbal and written communication skills.

Excellent interpersonal and customer service skills.

Excellent organizational skills and attention to detail.

Working understanding of human resource principles, practices, and procedures.

Excellent time management skills with a proven ability to meet deadlines.

Ability to function well in a high-paced and at times stressful environment.
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